Curriculum Overview for Lower School Autumn 2016
English

Art & Design

Writing: Baseline assessments
Narrative Writing
Descriptive Writing
Poetry
Instructional Text
Explanation
Non-Chronological
Texts: Something Else, Stone-Age Boy, Song of the Sea, Oliver Twist

Self-portraits – different media
Paint mixing – setting up paint stations
Street strips: Buildings personal to the
child, linked to topic, overlays – pen line
drawings leading to sketching

Design & Technology
Mathematics

Year 3: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division – all using up to 3
digit numbers (in line with the new national curriculum)
Year 4: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division – all using up to 4
digit numbers (in line with the new national curriculum)
All children will learn new mathematical concepts, practise
procedures and apply in a range of real life contexts.

Science
Forces and
Magnets
Noticing magnetic forces can act at a
distance and describing magnets as
having two poles
Predicting whether magnets will attract
or repel each other
Electricity
Constructing simple electrical circuits
Recognising insulators and conductors

Chronology
Evaluations

E safety: Children learn
about the importance of
being safe online
Multi-media presentations
Programming - Scratch

Geography

Making bread

Droxford

Understand and apply the
principles of nutrition, design
and make their own
bread – linked to topic ‘Ice
to Iron’

Contrasting localities (children will
look at Southampton in the spring
term) Using maps, physical and
human features of Droxford, how
Droxford is linked to other places

Modern

Languages

French

Music
‘Listen to me’

Greetings
Answering the register
Introducing myself

History
Topic – Ice to Iron
Hunter gatherers
Early Farmers
Stonehenge
Skara Brai
Maidens Castle
Changing lives

Computing

Physical

Education

Gymnastics
Dance
Handball
Hockey

Learn to play the ukulele.
Performance to parents
Exploring signals
Melodies and scale

Religious

Education

Sukkot
Learning about the Jewish
religious festival of Sukkot and
religious rituals
Mary mother of God / Advent
PHSE: New beginnings

